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Abstract. The paper extends the rigidity of mixing expanding repellers theorem by D.
Sullivan announced at 1986 IMC Su] , see also the unpublished manuscript by the second author Pr]. We show that for a regular conformal, satisfying "Open Set Condition", iterated function system of countably many holomorphic contractions of an open connected subset of a complex plane, the Radon-Nikodym derivative d =dm has a real-analytic extension on an open neighbourhood of the limit set of this system, where m is the conformal measure and is the unique probability invariant measure equivalent with m. Next, following Su] and Pr], we introduce the concept of non-linearity for iterated function systems of countably many holomorphic contractions. Several necessary and su cient conditions for non-linearity are established. We prove the following rigidity result: If h, the topological conjugacy between two non-linear systems F and G, transports the conformal measure m F to the equivalence class of the conformal measure m G , then h has a conformal extension on an open neighbourhood of the limit set of the system F. Finally we prove that the hyperbolic system associated as in MU2] to a given parabolic system of countably many holomorphic contractions is non-linear what allows to extend our rigidity result to the case of parabolic systems. 1 Partially supported by NSF Grant DMS 9801583 2 Partially supported by Polish KBN Grant ... 1 x1. Introduction, Preliminaries. In MU1] we have provided the framework to study in nite conformal iterated function systems. We shall recall rst this notion and some of its basic properties. Let I be a countable index set with at least two elements and let S = f i : X ! X : i 2 Ig be a collection of injective contractions from a compact metric space X into X for which there exists 0 < s < 1 such that ( i (x); i (y)) s (x; y) for every i 2 I and for every pair of points x; y 2 X. Thus, the system S is uniformly contractive. Any such collection S of contractions is called an iterated function system. We are particularly interested in the properties of the limit set de ned by such a system. We can de ne this set as the image of the coding space under a coding map as follows. Let I n denote the space of words of length n, I 1 the space of in nite sequences of symbols in I, I = S n 1 I n and for ! 2 I n , n 1, let ! = ! 1 ! 2 ! n . If ! 2 I I 1 and n 1 does not exceed the length of !, we denote by !j n the word ! 1 ! 2 : : : ! n . Since given ! 2 I 1 , the diameters of the compact sets !j n (X), n 1, converge to zero and since they form a decreasing family, the set In fact throughout the whole paper we will need one more condition which (comp. MU1]) can be considered as a strengthening of (BDP).
(1e) There are two constants L 1 and > 0 such that j 0 i (y)j ? j 0 i (x)j Ljj 0 i jjjy ? xj :
for every i 2 I and every pair of points x; y 2 V . Remark 1.1. Note that for d = 2, decreasing V if necessary, conditions (1e) and (1d) are satis ed due to Koebe's distortion theorem.
Let us now collect some geometric consequences of (BDP). We have for all words ! 2 I and all convex subsets C of V ! (B(x; r)) B( ! (x); K ?1 jj 0 ! jjr); for every x 2 X, every 0 < r dist(X; @V ), and every word ! 2 I .
Frequently, refering to (BDP) we will mean either (BDP) itself or one of the properties (BDP1)-(BDP4). Notice that for simplicity and clarity of our exposition we assumed the open set U appearing in the open set condition to be Int(X).
As was demonstrated in MU1], conformal iterated function systems naturally break into two main classes, irregular and regular. This dichotomy can be determined from either the existence of a zero of a natural pressure function or, equivalently, the existence of a conformal measure. The topological pressure function, P is de ned as follows. For every integer n 1 de ne n (t) = X !2I n jj 0 ! jj t :
and P(t) = lim n!1 1 n log n (t): For a conformal system S, we sometimes set S = 1 = : The niteness parameter, S ; of the system S is de ned by infft : (t) < 1g = S . In MU1], it was shown that the topological pressure function P(t) is non-increasing on 0; 1), strictly decreasing, continuous and convex on ; 1) and P(d) 0. Of course, P(0) = 1 if and only if I is in nite. In MU1] (see Theorem 3.15) we have proved the following characterization of the Hausdor dimension of the limit set J, which will be denoted by HD(J) = h S . Theorem 1.2. HD(J) = supfHD(J F ) : F I is niteg = infft : P(t) 0g. If P(t) = 0, then t = HD(J).
We call the system S regular if there is t such that P(t) = 0. It follows from MU1] that t is unique. Also, the system is regular if and only if there is a t-conformal measure. Recall that a Borel probability measure m is said to be t-conformal provided m(J) = 1 and for every Borel set A X and every i 2 I m( i (A)) = Z A j 0 i j t dm and m( i (X) \ j (X)) = 0; for every pair i; j 2 I, i 6 = j. From now on we assume that the system S is regular and we denote by the Hausdor dimension of its limit set. We now de ne the associated Perron-Frobenius operator acting on C(X) as follows
Notice that the norm of L is equal to jjL (11) that there exists an invariant measure in the sense that for every measurable set A,
equivalent to m and the Radon-Nikodym derivative d =dm is bounded away from zero and in nity. In Sections 4 and 2 we will need better knowledge about this derivative and in particular we will need to know how it is computed. The approriate information is contained in the following (see MU3] (1) 9C 1 8! 2 I Since HU] deals only with real-analytic 1-dimensional systems, for completeness we provide the proof in Appendix 1.
Our main goal in this paper is to prove the rigidity theorem, (1)? (5) ) the conjugacy has a conformal extension. For nite systems arising from inverse branches of a holomorphic expanding map on a mixing repeller a su cient condition for this implication is that the systems are non-linear, Su, Pr] . Here we shall prove this rigidity for in nite systems. An example in which this is applicable, complex continued fractions, was considered in MU1].
As a by-product we see that the non-linearity implies the rigidity: (1) ? (5) ) the conjugacy is Lipschitz continuous. For in nite systems without the non-linearity assumption this is false, see Appendix 1. A positive result on this rigidity was obtained in HU] . Instead of the non-linearity a so-called bounded geometry property was assumed and the preservation of the "scaling" of "gaps" under the conjugacy. For completeness we provide a precise statement of this theorem in Appendix 1.
We postpone the formulation of our main rigidity theorem to Section 4 where all ingredients needed to state it and to prove it will be ready. In Section 2 generalizing the approach from PU] we prove the main technical result, the real analyticity of the RadonNikodym derivative d =dm of invariant measure with respect to conformal measure m. In Section 3 we deal with various equivalent conditions of non-linearity, in Section 4 we prove our main result, Theorem 4.1, and in Section 5 we extend the results of Section 4 to the case of parabolic iterated function systems. The Appendix 1 contains the proof of Theorem 1.4 taken from HU] and counterexamples concerning Lipschitz continuity of the conjugacy. Appendix 2 is devoted to the proof of the continuity of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the invariant measure with respect to the conformal measure in the parabolic case.
x2. The Radon-Nikodym derivative is real-analytic. From now on throughout the whole paper we assume that d = 2 and f i g is an Open Set Condition conformal regular iterated function system. Proof. In view of the result obtained when proving the implication (g) ) (a) of Theorem 3.1 of HU], we may assume that our system is not 1-dimensional. First de ne the sequence of functions b n : V ! (0; 1) by setting
where, let us recall, = HD(J) is the Hausdor dimension of the limit set. In view of (2.15) in MU1] jb n (z)j = b n (z) K for all z 2 X and all n 1. Hence, applying the Koebe distortion theorem we conclude that there exists T > 0 such that for each point w 2 X there exists a radius r = r(w) > 0 such that B(w; 2r) V and for all z 2 B(w; 2r) and all n 1 (2.2) jb n (z)j = b n (z) T: Identify now C I, where our contractions i , i 2 I, act, to IR 2 with coordinates x; y, the real and complex part of z. Embed this into C I 2 with x; y complex. Denote the above C I = IR 2 by C I 0 . We may assume that v = 0 in C I 0 . Given 2 I de ne the function ! : B C I 0 (0; 2r) ! C I by setting
: Since B C I 0 (0; 2r) C I 0 is simply connected and ! nowhere vanishes, all the branches of the log ! are well de ned on B C I 0 (0; 2r). Choose this branch that maps 0 to 0 and denote it also by log ! . By Koebe's Distortion Theorem j ! j and jarg ! j are bounded on B(0; r) by universal constants K 1 ; K 2 respectively. Hence j log ! j K = log K 1 + K 2 . We write Re a p+q p +i q x p y q := X c p;q x p y q :
In view of (2.3) we can estimate jc p;q j ja p+q j2 p+q Kr ?(p+q) 2 p+q . Hence Re log ! extends, by the same power series expansion P c p;q x p y q , to a complex-valued function on the polydisk ID C I 2(0; r=2) and (2.4) jRe log ! j 4K on ID C I 2(0; r=4): Now by Cauchy's integral formula (in ID C I 2(0; r=4)) for the second derivatives we prove that the family B n is equicontinuous on, say, ID C I 2(0; r=5). Hence we can choose a uniformly convergent subsequence and the limit function G is complex analytic and extends on J \ B(0; r=5), in the manner described in Theorem 1.3. Thus we have proved that extends to a complex analytic function in a neighbourhood of every point v 2 J in C I 2 , i.e.
real-analytic in C I 0 . These extensions coincide on the intersections of the neighbourhoods, otherwise J is real-analytic and we are in the HU] case, referred to at the beginning of the proof. 
and the observation that j 0 ! j is real-analytic on V , we get the following. Corollary 2.3. For every i 2 I the Jacobian D i has a real-analytic extensionD i on the neighbourhood U of X produced in Theorem 2.1.
x3. Non-linearity.
The main goal of this section is to prove the following. Proof. We shall prove the following implications (a) ) (b) ) (c) ) (d1) ) (d2) ) (a), (d2) ) (eh) ) (er) ) (ec) ) (d2), (a) ) (f) and (f) ) (er).
(a) ) (b). Since for every i 2 I,D i = ( i ) j 0 i j ?1 , we have log(jD i j) = log(j j i ) + log j 0 i j ? log j j:
Thus to nish the proof of the implication (a) ) (b) it su ces to set c i = 1 log(D i ) and u = 1 log j j.
The implication (b) ) (c) is obvious. (c) ) (d1). Fix an element v 2 J and an element 2 I 1 . Given n 1 and a word ! 2 I n we denote by ! the ipped word ! n ! n?1 : : : ! 1 . Our rst aim is to show that the series and denote by w : B(w) ! C I a primitive function of G w . Since 0 w (w) = G w (w) 6 = 0, there exists a disk U w B(w) centered at w and such that w j U w is injective. Using Koebe's distortion theorem for arguments (see Hi]) we may assume that in addition all the sets U w to be so small that all the images i (U w ), i 2 I, w 2 J, are convex. We claim that the family f w : U w ! C Ig w2J forms an atlas demanded in (d1). Indeed, x w; v 2 J and consider an arbitrary point z 2 U w \ U v . Then Change coordinates holomorphically on a neighbourhood of M so that M IR. (This uses the consequence of our assumptions that there is no closed curve among the components of M, with relaxed assumptions allowing the existence of such a curve we would change it to the unit circle and then use charts being branches of z 7 ! log iz.) Since the function u : M ! IR is real-analytic, it uniquely extends to a complex-analytic functionũ on an open neighbourhood of M in V . Now we proceed similarly as in the previous case; we de ne w , w 2 J, to be a primitive of eũ on a su ciently small neighbourhood of w 2 V and we check that ( ? w ?1 v ) 0 = 1 on v (U v \ U w ). Now note thatũ ?ũ i + c i = g log j 0 i j, where the latter expression is a holomorphic extension of log j 0 i j, which extends the equality (c). Note that g log j 0 i j = log 0 i , where depends as 0 i is positive or negative. We use the fact it is real! The equality extends the equality on J because the functions on both sides are holomorphic. We conclude with U w ) ). The proof of the implication (c) ) (d1) is complete. Remark 1. As an intermediate step in the proof of the implication (c) ) (d1) we proved (bh) (compare later (eh)), namely the property (b) with u harmonic on a neighbourhood of J, here V , in case of the system S not 1-dimensional ( Z i = V for all i). For S 1-dimensional we also can prove (bh) but indirectly, via (d1). Indeed assuming (d1) and M in IR we set the harmonic extension u = log j 0 v j independent of v. The implication (d1) ) (d2) is obvious. (d2) ) (a). Let f : U ! C Ig 2 be a nite conformal a ne atlas for the system S. Fix 2 , take a number n 0 1 so large that diam(V )s n 0 is less than a Lebesgue number of the cover fU g 2 of J, consider any number n n 0 and for every ! 2 I n choose one element (!) 2 such that ! (V ) U (!) . Next, given n n 0 and ! 2 I n consider the map ? (!) ! ?1 ) 0 de ned on U . Since our atlas is a ne, this function is constant on every su ciently small neighbourhood of every point in J \ U and therefore, as real analytic, it is constant on U . Denote its value there by c ;! . Since for every z 2 U Fix now an " > 0 and n 1 n 0 so large that for all n n 1 and all ! 2 I n supfj 0 (!) ! j ? g ? inffj 0 (!) ! j ? g < "=M:
Then, using (3.6), we conclude that for all n n 1 and all z 1 ; z 2 2 U and therefore, since our system S is a ne,D i is constant on V w . Since, by Theorem 2.2, D i is real-analytic on U, we thus conclude thatD i is constant on U. The proof of the implication (d2) ) (a) is nished.
(d2) ) (eh). We can assume the sets U t appearing in condition (d2) are open balls. Since J is compact, we may choose from the family fU t g a nite subcover fB g 2 of J. \ i (B ) ). This means that (3.2) is satis ed. Thus the proof of the implication (d2) ) (eh) is complete.
The implications (eh) ) (er) ) (ec) are obvious.
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(ec) ) (d2). The general idea is here the same as in the proof of the implication (c) ) (d1) . Surprisingly, we do not get directly (c) ) (d1). For this we need to go via (d2) ) (a) ) (d1).
Let 4 > 0 be a Lebesgue number of the cover fB g 2 of J. By compactness of J there exists a nite set T and points v t 2 J, t 2 T, such that the family fB(v t ; )g t2T is a cover of J. Since 4 is a Lebesgue number of the cover fB g 2 , for every t 2 T there exists at least one element (t) 2 such that B(v t ; 2 ) B (t) . Fix now t 0 2 T, 2 I 1 , that is similarly as in the implication (c) ) (d1). Then for each integer n 1 choose t n 2 T such that j n (v t 0 ) 2 B(v t n ; ). Since j n on B(v t 0 ; ) shrinks distances by factor at least s < 1 for n 1, we get j n (B(v t 0 ; )) B(v t n ; (1 + s) Remark 2. In case S is not 1-dimensional the equation (ec) assumed only on J (analogously to (c)) would be su cient for extended by the formula above to satisfy (ec) on V , in particular (eh) would be proved. However, if S is 1-dimensional the existence of satisfying (ec) on J is always true. Just take for an argument of the direction tangent to M the union of a nite family of real-analytic curves containing J. Now, for every t 2 T by l t : B(v t ; ) ! IR denote the harmonic conjugate to (t) . Thus the function G t = exp(l t + i (t) ) : B(v t ; ) ! C I is holomorphic and denote by t : B(v t ; ) ! C I a primitive of G t . Fix w 2 J and choose t 2 T such that w 2 B(v t ; ).
Since 0 t (w) = exp(l t (w) + i (t) (w)) 6 = 0, there exists a disk U w B(v t ; ) such that t j U w is injective. Applying, as before Koebe's distortion theorem for arguments (see Hi]) we may assume the disks U w to be so small that all the sets i (U w ) are convex. We claim that the family f w : U w ! C Ig w2J forms an a ne atlas for the iterated function system S. Indeed, x w; v 2 J and consider t; t 0 2 T such that U w B(v t ; ) B (t) and U v B(v t 0 ; ) B (t 0 ) . Then for every z 2 U w \ U v we get
Since by (3.1) (t) ? (t 0 ) is constant on z 2 U w \ U v U (t) \ U (t 0 ) and since l t and l t 0 di er on U (t) \U (t 0 ) by an additive constant as harmonic conjugates to harmonic functions (B 0 (t) ). Using the chain rule we then get for all z 2 C
Hence, using (3.2) we conclude that the derivative ( v i ?1 w ) 0 has a constant argument on v (C) and consequently ( v i ?1 w ) 0 is constant on v (C). The proof of the implication (ec) ) (d2) is complete. The implication (a) ) (f) is obvious. (f) ) (er). Suppose rst that the system S is 1-dimensional. Then the condition rD i 0 on J is similar (formally weaker) toD i constant in (a). We prove (er) similarly, via (c) ) (d1) ) (eh).
Assume now that S is not 1-dimensional. Suppose that rD i = 0 on J for all i 2 I. Since S is not 1-dimensional, it implies that rD i = 0 on U for all i 2 I. ThusD i = 0 is constant on U for all i 2 I, since U is connected. So, the item (a) is proved in this case and therefore, in viev of what we have already proved, also (er2).
So, we may assume that there exists j 2 I and w 2 J such that rD j (w) 6 = 0. By continuity of the function rD j there thus exists a neighbourhood W V of w 2 C I on which rD j nowhere vanishes. Let us consider on W the line eld l orthogonal to rD j . By the de nition of the limit set J for every z 2 J there exists 2 I such that (z) 2 J \ W. Then de ne (3.11) l(z) = ( ?1 ) 0 (z) (l( (z)));
where, changing temporarily notation, ( ?1 ) (z) ) 0 denotes the derivative of the map ?1 evaluated at the point (z) and the display above expresses its action on a line element. We want to show rst that in this manner we de ne a line eld on J. So, we need to show that if (z); (z) 2 J \ W, then
Suppose on the contrary that (3.12) fails with some z; ; as required above. Then there exists a point x 2 W \ J and 2 I (in fact for every x 2 W there exists ) such that (x) is so close to z that
So, either
Suppose for example the rst incompatibility of l's holds. Then det(rD j (x); rD j (x)) 6 = 0 contrary to our assumption. Thus the line eld l is well-de ned on J and it immediately follows from the method this eld is constructed that it is invariant with respect to all the contractions i , i 2 I. Notice that formula (3.11) de nes an invariant line eld on V . We can use any 2 I such that (V ) W. The resulting l does not depend on because for any other such (3.12) holds for z 2 J, so it holds on entire V . Otherwise the system would be 1-dimensional because l is real-analytic so the equation holds on a real-analytic set. The argument arg l is of course de ned up to integer multiplicity of .
Using again Koebe's distortion theorem for arguments (see Hi]), one can nd fB g, a nite cover of J by disks contained in V , small enough that all the images i (B ), i 2 The implication (g) ) (h) is again obvious. We are left to prove that (h) ) (a). We shall rst prove that (h) ) (b x5. Rigidity of parabolic systems. We rst recall from MU2] the concept of conformal
